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Industry Data Report
Remodeling 2021
Report Highlights

➢ Remodel data and analysis on 50+ national chains, including: (1) remodel progress/system condition; (2)
investment costs; (3) post remodel sales increases; (4) franchisor remodel incentives; and (5) program scope.
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➢ Remodel programs have been largely deferred for a year or more and many are in the process of being redesigned
to better accommodate the dramatic changes that have occurred in the restaurant industry over the last year. The
focus of remodels has shifted from improving the dine-in experience to bolstering off-premise business with
increased investments in separate pick-up areas, second make lines dedicated to online & delivery orders,
outdoor patios, double drive-thrus to alleviate capacity constraints as well as technology including digital menu
boards (to facilitate app integration & suggestive selling) and contactless payment options. To this end, 14 of the
55 chains recently introduced or are testing new programs and more expected to follow suit. We expect remodel
progress to resume during 2021 for concepts with normalized sales.
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➢

Chains Introducing or Testing New Remodel Programs by Year
2020
2021
2022
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Remodel Incentives by Chain
➢

Dairy Queen
Domino’s
Dunkin’
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Remodel Summary by Chain
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Arby's

• "Inspire" fast casual interior enhancements replace dated “Pinnacle” beige & red color theme
with: subway tiling; stainless steel; multi-colored wood materials; chalkboard graphics;
horizontal pine wood paneling; custom wall graphics; stylized metal chairs; custom ceiling
treatments; recessed can lights; decorative pendant lighting throughout the restaurant; a 10seat community table in some restaurants with various seating configurations; Wi-Fi; white
countertops; and a cooler case behind the counter that displays meats before they’re sliced.
Large booths along the windows are removed and replaced with tables to let in more sunlight.
• Exterior enhancements include the addition of: a striking red band around the building;
cantilevered red awnings at the drive-thru & entrance; white brick to replace stucco; internally
illuminated signage; enhanced lighting for strong visual impact at night; and upgraded
landscaping around the restaurant.
• ~44% of the system still incorporates either the Pinnacle or Pinnacle Modified building format
which was introduced in 1996. Pinnacle restaurants feature a prominent diamond-shaped 2story window that extends above the roofline while the Pinnacle Modified incorporates a
pinnacle shaped window in the roofline and both designs are trimmed in red & tan colors.
• There are currently 3 Inspire full remodel options available for Pinnacle or Pinnacle Modified
buildings: (1) "Full Inspire Remodel - 20" which includes image outlined above; (2) "Inspire
Delight – 15," which involves a resurfaced stucco exterior (if applicable), added red banding,
current paint scheme, new signage and a full interior Inspire remodel; and (3) "Inspire Refresh
– 10," which involves an exterior painted to current colors, new awnings, new signage and a
full interior Inspire remodel.
• Licensees who renew their franchise agreements with the Full Inspire Remodel - 20 receive
up to a 20-year term; Inspire Delight – 15 option receive up to a 15-year term; while the
Inspire Refresh – 10 option is good for up to a 10-year term.
• The system introduced its current BK of Tomorrow image during late 2018 to build upon its
Garden Grill and Pavilion exterior formats which were introduced in 2017 to replace its
previous 20/20 image which was rolled-out in 2008. Image elements include: outdoor digital
menu boards (which facilitate app integration); double drive-thrus ($80k - $120k cost); selfordering kiosks, and taller buildings. Approximately 80% of the system should be updated to
the new image by the end of 2026.
• Garden Grill interior elements include: truss ceiling (or optional drop ceiling which is more
cost effective); natural color scheme; soft lights to replace old florescent lighting; booths
replaced by chairs to give the dining room a more open feel; replacement of front counter;
LCD menu boards and graphics; flat screen TVs in the dining area; and free Wi-Fi. The
upgrade also includes new uniforms and packaging. In addition to Garden Grill, Burger King
also had an interior image known as Prime and a newly launched interior called Royal.
• Garden Grill exterior upgrades include: a replacement of the mansard roof; wood grain
towers; the addition of angled awnings over windows; and Flame Grilling signage.

Burger King
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Post-lockdown remodel plans are likely a work in progress as the system waits for operators
to regain their financial equilibrium while the brand also assesses the role of dine-in. A focus
on drive-thru and off-premise upgrades is likely.
The new Urban restaurant design for both new builds and remodels was under test (prelockdown).
Most recent remodel cost estimates reflect the previous Contemporary Star design image
(targeting Millennials) which began in Spring 2016 and reached ~25% of the system before
being phased-out.
Interior Contemporary Star remodel costs of $150k to $175k included: digital menu boards
($10k - $15k); floor tile; beverage bar; bathroom tile; new seating package; and ADA
compliance. Optional kiosks cost $3k - $5k.
Exterior elements ran $25k to $50k and included a new metal seam red roof. The addition of
an optional exterior parapet wall with LED lighting added $100k to costs (although we
understand only a few high AUV stores opted for this feature).
Costs varied around whether new tile floors ($20k) and new roofs ($15k - $20k) were installed
in previous remodel and to the extent of required ADA modifications.
Plans to roll-out a “Restaurant of the Future” prototype (testing summer 2021 with full
approval 2022) that features a new look, a digital-only drive-thru lane and revamped kitchen
with several new pieces of cooking equipment. In addition, the walk-up windows will get
better lighting and a new seating area has been added for waiting customers.
Most recent remodel program was based on the Generation 4.0 modular building and ended
in 2020. Key elements included: a drive-through reduction from 2 lanes to 1 (making room
for a larger patio); the addition of a 25-foot-high checkerboard monument feature at the front
of the store; and a checkerboard pattern around the base of the building. Remodel process
typically required stores to close for about one week.
"Heritage Design" (launched in 2011 for both new and remodeled stores) seeks to enhance
the guest experience and introduce new efficiencies.
Exterior renovations include stone accents and/or brick & facade work, a new roof (when
needed), awnings, lighting, and other architectural details.
Interior updates include a new floor & wall tile in the dining area & kitchen, new millwork
throughout the restaurant, front counter remodel, new tables & chairs (including more
communal seating options such as a farm table), a chandelier made of coke bottles, canopies
covering both the drive thru and curbside pickup areas, some upgraded kitchen equipment,
new fryers and paint. The kitchen may also be expanded with a dual make line and a double
drive-thru lane added in high volume locations to accommodate the higher capacity.
Playground facilities are also repaired if applicable.
Major remodels typically take place once a store is ~13 to 18 years old and take ~2 months
during which time the restaurant may be required to close for 4 to 5 weeks.
Some major remodels and rebuilds are now incorporating modular construction which helps
expedite the process.

Source: RR Estimates
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Dairy Queen

A Culver's refresh ($200k to $250k) is recommended every 5 to 7 years and features dining
room upgrades including an earth tone color scheme, new tabletops, different woods, ceilings,
flooring and fabrics. The condiment and beverage stations are also repositioned, and dining
rooms are rearranged to make group seating more comfortable.
Stores up for renewal (15-year term) are required to perform a more substantial remodel
(~$500k) which may include a new roof and roof line, expanded kitchen and more extensive
dining room upgrades (wall tile replacement).
A new image was unveiled in 2020 for both new builds & remodels and will be the standard
design used going forward. The new design represents a total concept makeover including
more modern elements such as pendant lighting, wood plank looking tile floors, and red &
gray accents designed to improve the overall customer experience. Kitchen upgrades also
improve the production process. Remodel cost estimates are similar to recent remodel with a
range of $175k - $375k.
Most recent remodel program which ended in 2020 included 4 levels: (1) “Refresher”
Modernization - interior and limited exterior finishes updated with new seating and signage;
(2) Tier 2 - more significant interior finish upgrades and changes to customer areas and an
exterior remodel including roof line change to a vertical parapet; (3) Tier 1 - remodel designed
to bring an existing DQ location to the appearance of a newly constructed DQ Grill & Chill;
and (4) a complete Replace or Relocate (Scrape & Rebuild) with construction of a new DQ
Grill & Chill building.
The refresher applied to older existing Grill & Chill stores (which were first introduced in
2002).
The Tier 1 & 2 reimage package applied Grill & Chill elements to older Full Brazier and
Texas DQ formats.
10-year remodel requirements ($250k - $400k) include: new dining room; solid surface layout
counter; power washer sink for potatoes; Freestyle Coke machine; new interior and exterior
signage; retiling over stained concrete floors ($18k although not all stores have concrete
floors); and new POS. Stores are closed 2 - 3 weeks during remodel.
Costs will vary depending on whether operators have already installed POS ($10k - $20k)
and Freestyle machine ($20k although most franchisees lease) before remodel.
Remodel plans are likely a work in progress as the system waits for operators to regain their
financial equilibrium while the brand also assesses the role of dine-in. A focus on drive-thru
and off-premise upgrades is likely.
Most recent redesign (pre-lockdown test in company markets) celebrates small-town
America, highlighting Hardee’s down-home roots while reintroducing the brand and its
quality food focus/preparation. This redesign also seeks to better distinguish Hardee's from
its Carl's Jr. sister brand while appealing to a broader demographic (with a particular focus
on today's youth).
Exterior enhancements include: a raised red roofline over the brick entry & drive-thru; gray
border around the top of the building; white lower half of the building & black band in the
center of the building featuring the phrase "Handmade American Classics"; and a cutaway of
an ‘80’s-era NASCAR racer at the drive-thru window.
"Americana corner" interior includes: distressed wood paneling; black window frames; brick
accents; white subway tiles; brightly colored logos (iconic yellow star); shiny metallic accents
that recall a 1950s malt shop; American flags created from license plates; and license plates
handed out as table numbers.
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The previous Contemporary Star design reimage program (targeting Millennials) ran from
Spring 2016 to early 2018 (10% of system updated during 2016 with little subsequent
progress) and cost $150k to $175k for interior (floor tile, beverage bar, bathroom tile, new
seating package and ADA compliance) and $25k to $50k for exterior elements including new
metal seam red roof ($175k to $225k total). These costs included digital menu boards ($10k
- $15k) and excluded optional kiosks ($3k - $5k). Costs varied around: whether new tile floors
($20k) and new roofs ($15k - $20k) were installed in previous remodel; and extent of required
ADA modifications. The addition of an optional exterior parapet wall with LED lighting
added $100k to costs (although we understand only a few high AUV stores opted for this
feature).
The system is dated by 600 stores with 40+ year old rooflines and an outdated architectural
style (27% of the system). Of the 150 that require structural work, 50% have completed major
remodels, generating mid-to-high single digit sales lifts.
In the case that a roof fix is required as part of a major remodel at a corporate store that was
refranchised, the company has agreed to reimburse franchisees the $100k to $200k in
incremental costs.
Corporate has decided not to remodel the remaining 450 stores, directing capital allocations
instead to implement its Drive-Thru of the Future initiatives at these stores. As a landlord of
most franchised stores, corporate will subsidize some of these costs in varying amounts.
Drive-thru enhancements include: digital menu boards; canopies over menu & order
windows; enlarged order window to facilitate customer interaction; landscaping
improvements; exterior & interior LED lighting; illuminated POP frames; outside order takers
with tablets at higher-volume locations; and designated parking for pick-up & delivery. The
digital menu boards help de-clutter Jack’s complex menu by allowing each store to display
certain items based on daypart. Also, the new menu boards generate suggestive selling based
upon recent sales trends.
Experience of the Future (EOTF) remodel includes: modern furniture; optimized kitchens
with expanded capacity; digital menu boards (inside & at the drive-thru); self-order kiosks;
curbside pick-up with designated parking spots for those ordering & paying by mobile app;
larger display cabinets; an Uber Eats pick-up counter; expanded McCafé counters; display
cases; and a culture of hospitality with table service.
2,000 EOTF projects were completed during 2019, bringing system penetration to 70%.
Corporate previously announced plans to allocate $650MM+ to co-invest in 1,800 EOTF
remodels ($360k each on average) during 2020. However, the roll-out, which was originally
planned for completion by the end of 2020, has been temporarily suspended until post lockdown conditions stabilize.
Non mods (stores in need of the full modernization in addition to EOTF elements) represent
a decreasing number of projects. The previous image was introduced in 2006 (presently
incorporated in 90% of the system), providing a more contemporary design intended to
enhance/modernize the dine-in experience. It included replacing a signature, doubled-sloped,
tapered mansard roof with a flat roof crowned with a gently curving, golden arch. Operators
could choose between 9 interior packages featuring: modern colors; bold graphics; easy to
read digital menu boards; higher ceilings; the replacement of plastic with natural looking
materials such as wood, laminates & veneers; and pendent & recessed lighting.
Efforts to add a 2nd drive-thru (at an additional cost of $125k - $150k) have been put on hold
for now but will be revisited after the reimage is completed. Double drive-thrus and additional
windows are already in ~1/3 of the system.
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Going forward remodels will incorporate aesthetic upgrades consistent with new “Delight”
prototype (red and blue color palette & new neon cherry sign) as opposed to a complete retrofit.
Associated costs have yet to be determined but should be under $175k.
The last facility upgrade (completed in 2018) included its POS/POPs platform upgrade which
cost $135k-$139k for 28 - 30 stalls, including: $30k-$34k for the POS system; $50k for 22"
touch screen menu boards and $30k for menu housings; and $25k for physical improvements.
Existing POS systems at some newer stores (~15%) only required relatively inexpensive
software upgrades to connect to new POPs.
Associated sales bumps ranged from +5% to +8% and franchisees were incented with a 50%
franchisor POPs reimbursement along with 3rd party financing arrangements.
Cost to enclose patio to create indoor seating (appropriate for colder climates): $100k - $150k.
The Modern Explorer image represents the current remodel format following its use for new
construction in 2015. The previous Live Más image (featuring an updated logo and look to
communicate "a better Taco Bell") was introduced in late 2012 for new builds & remodels
(replacing the "Bold Choice" design) but the rollout for this format was not completed.
Currently, 75% of the system is updated to either the Explorer or the Live Más image and the
system is targeting a 2023 completion date. In any case, Taco Bell's remodel cadence has been
relatively slow and the system would benefit from the use of a single, uniform format.
Remodeled dining rooms offer a variety of seating configurations, ranging from a lounge area
with softer seating to round “Bell booths” that seat 7 as well as counter seating for those waiting
to pick-up food. The color scheme is still vibrant like the "Bold Choice" design, but more neutral.
New digital menu boards are also required at a cost of $15k.
Major remodels that also address material deferred maintenance issues may incur additional
costs to update parking lot, HVAC and bathrooms. Also, some operators may choose to upgrade
equipment, including $12k power wash sinks, $6k head sets and dual filtering fryer.
Currently testing a new, advanced POS system in the form of a modern tablet-based application
that is customizable. This tech should improve accuracy, speed & reliability while allowing for
a more intuitive team member experience optimized by specific brand.
Image Activation reimage options include the standard Remodel, Refresh & Refresh Lite Design
(new in 2017) which are dictated by unit-level sales. In 2020, the new 2.0 UM Bright
enhancements were introduced for each reimage type. The program includes different designs
for 28, 40, 55 & 65 seat stores.
The design strategy is to: present an attractive restaurant that provides a sufficient reason for
customers to drive by the competition; provide more incentive for guests to sit-down during
dinner & late-night; and improve relevancy with digital integration.
Elements of fast-casual-like format (introduced for both reimages and new restaurants in 2011)
and the new 2.0 updates include the addition of: fireplaces; upgraded furniture package and
finishes; ceramic wood-look or concrete-look flooring; lounge seating; booths; Wi-Fi and TVs;
the separation between order placement and pickup; a new ordering queue and front counter
(serpentine order line is removed); and an accentuation of fresh vegetables and fresh food
preparation which contribute to the brand’s quality halo.
Reimage costs for pre 1995 stores are higher and the addition of a 2nd drive-thru window can
add $75k.
Reimage costs typically include some portion of mandated Franchise Assessment Report (FAR)
Facility Evaluation (FE) deferred maintenance upgrades ($20k - $150k with an average of $50k)
which may require ADA, parking lot and bathroom updates. FAR assessments used to be issued
upon the sale of a store but are currently conducted periodically by corporate.
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A remodel program is being rolled-out for existing stores (based on a new building design
introduced July 2020) and will vary depending on the needs of each location, ranging from
new equipment (fryer with more capacity), kitchen and exterior upgrades in some restaurants
to major updates in others.
The new look retains the brand’s signature orange and white stripes (although toned down)
and the signature A-frame building is replaced by A-frame architectural elements.
Currently working with a third-party firm and in-house engineering professionals to redesign
and reduce the cost of Farmhouse remodel program. Once the remodel program is finalized,
the oldest stores (green metal roof or gable style roof – approximately 10% of system) will
be updated. Remodel elements will then be modified for the next oldest generation of
buildings (“Flat Roof” design ~49% of the system) as they come-up for their 20-year renewal
remodel requirement.
Most recent Farmhouse image (currently on hold) was introduced in 2011 for new builds and
2015 for remodels (with 41% of the system reflecting Farmhouse image including new
builds). Remodel elements featured a reddish copper color, with beige trim, lap siding, and
batten strips. Building exteriors also included stationary barn doors, tin awnings, hardiplank
faux shutters and galvalume fluted exterior light fixtures. Interiors utilized various antique
farmhouse style fixtures including Edison type LED bulbs, a faux wood finish board on the
walls, burnished copper tin, whitewashed paneling and colored wall stencils. Décor consists
of vintage color rusted metal lit signs that spell out phrases such as Relax, Enjoy, and
Indescribably Good. Furniture was redesigned with wooden booths featuring caramel and
dark brown colored cushions and new chairs with wooden seats and metal X backs. Kitchens
featured a more open view with easy access from the order counter to the dining room to
assist customers as needed.
Franchisees are required to perform certain restaurant updates at 5-year intervals including: a
refresh in year 5; new exterior paint, furniture, parking lot repair & kitchen flooring in year
10; repairs & maintenance in year 15; and a full remodel to the current image prior to renewal
in year 20 (a major remodel, a scrape & rebuild or a relocation).

Chicken
Bojangles'

Church's

• Current remodel initiative incorporates many elements of Bojangles' 2017 new building
design (including the addition of an enclosed Biscuit Theater featuring freshly made biscuits
every 20 minutes, bold graphics, soft lighting, high-top community tables, enhanced Wi-Fi &
charging stations, new uniforms, colored crocks instead of still warming trays on the front
line, and a more functional iced tea line in the back of the house).
• Currently testing a new reimage design "U.S. Blaze" which includes new signage featuring
"Church's" on top and "Texas" below in smaller letters to highlight the chain's heritage. Costs
are expected to be less than $125k (excluding deferred maintenance) with the program rolling
out July 2021.
• Most recent Star Image (implemented in 45% - 50% of the system) was first introduced 2015
and modified in 2017 to reduce costs but has been suspended pending the new program.
• Exterior/building upgrades included: internally illuminated (star band) light boxes mounted
on the existing upper walls or parapet; new canopies; some type of tower(s); consistent
lighting and paint.
• "Front of house” upgrades included new: interior finishes for walls; countertops;
seating/tabletops; restrooms; and artwork.

IDR: Remodeling 2021
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• Additional elements introduced in 3/19 also included: digital menu boards; bold blue color
scheme to match new packaging (replacing traditional red & white); family-oriented seating
that encourages customers to push tables together for a more casual, sociable atmosphere;
updated employee uniforms; and a new logo.
• Church’s portfolio includes a variety of building styles, including the Tower image which
was used from 2004 - 2014 (~20% - 25% of the system), RMC format stores (square block)
and older RMC 1000 stores.
• It remains to be seen what KFC's remodeling strategy will be going forward given the recent
intro of a new prototype and its decision to phase-out its current Showman image
(incorporated in 60% of the system). In any case, corporate provided operators with 1-year
post-lockdown extensions on traditional remodels.
• The American Showman design incorporated a playful, carnival-esque spirit designed to
appeal to on-the-go Americans (particularly Millennials) to compliment a more contemporary
menu, better customer experience and better consistency (driving mid-single-digit to highsingle-digit improvements in customer scores in the categories of appearance, cleanliness,
taste and speed).
• The American Showman design placed the Colonel’s iconic image front & center on the
restaurant’s exterior with “World Famous Chicken” written in large letters along the side of
the building. Major exterior update also featured new paint (bright red-and-white stripes
resembling a chicken bucket) and red awnings to go with an elevated roofline (bucket lid)
which is illuminated at night (serving as a beacon of Southern hospitality). Exaggerated brand
colors are softened by the image of rustic red shutters to add a welcoming effect.
• Major interior components included new dining rooms, paint, bathrooms and lighting. Interior
design also incorporated red and white stripes (more subdued relative to exterior) and more
pictures and quotes from the Colonel (portraying him as one of the South’s original celebrity
chefs) and family-style seating called the "Colonel’s table" which is an oversized rustic table
set for flex seating. Pendant lights are interspersed around the store and wood finishes on the
tile floor and furniture imbue a warmth typical of fast casual. A chalkboard near the register
tells customers where that day's chicken comes from as well as the name of the cook.
• Remodel costs ranged from a low of $100k minor (exterior paint and interior dining room
only) to $380k major (which is more appropriate for older stores) and benefitted from the use
of standardized parts. Extra investments in drive-thrus, tile and ceilings could drive remodel
costs higher.
• New reimage & logo signifies a “Modern Popeyes Renaissance” in which the brand translates
its Louisiana roots into a more modern approach featuring powder coated metals in the
furniture and counter design which is inspired by the iconic Saint Charles Market Car,
utilitarian spaces and artwork celebrating the chain's New Orleans and creole heritage.
• Fewer than 100 remodels have been completed so far and this program could take 4-5 years
to implement with a cost of ~$250k to $350k.
• Rollout of a new front counter design in 2016 (lower height which is ADA compliant) created
a dedicated queuing area for guests to efficiently pick up their prepaid online orders.
• 10-year renewal remodels typically include a new décor package, new table tops and chairs,
front counter, flooring, paint, updated pendant lighting, menu boards and flat-screen
televisions at a total cost of ~$50k to $70k with no significant sales lift. Some remodels may
also feature additional seating to accommodate more lunch traffic.

Popeyes

Wingstop

IDR: Remodeling 2021
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• Franchisees must remodel upon their 10-year franchise expiration as part of the renewal
process at a cost of about $30k.
• "Restaurant of the Future" project is in the works which could result in a new remodel program
being implemented in 2022.
• The current design/upgrade includes: a 2nd make line dedicated to online & DSP orders; a
delivery tower where customers can retrieve their pick-up orders; and the incorporation of
modern design elements such as the use of tile floors (instead of poured concrete used in last
building design). The remodel takes about 5 days to complete during which time stores are
closed.
• Corporate pays for entire remodel which costs from $53k to $159k (~$75k average with an
~+10% sales lift).
• The majority of facilities incorporate the most recent image, reflecting that this is a relatively
new system. In any case, the new remodel program is expected to be completed by year-end
2021.
• Past refresh requirements changed every 5 - 7 years and tended to run ~$50k to update paint,
furniture and signage for leased, in-line units.
• The system includes the following formats: the oldest "Black & White"; the Classy Casual
which represents the majority of the system; the "210" image which was introduced in 2013;
and most recent Factory Design image (2017 intro which is the basis of the current remodel
and ~25% complete).
• Factory Design remodel costs for Classy Casual stores range from $30k - $70k and upgrades
provide a more industrial feel with: new tile; simpler lighting package; stainless cabinets with
built-in signage; new tables & chairs (some of which are mounted into the floor); and updated
equipment ($6k bread oven and $4k for a new meat slicer if needed). Most remodels don't
require a POS upgrade ($28k) which has already been implemented throughout the system.
• Older Black & White remodels and any store not remodeled within the 10-year mandate must
incorporate the more expensive ($100k - $150k) upgrade (resembling a gut job) with major
elements including: extensive tile work; elevated tables; new cabinets incorporating more
vibrant colors; a different layout for the ceiling soffit ($20k - $30k); and updated equipment
discussed above in addition to a new cooler & freezer.
• As majority of the system utilizes in-line locations, exterior upgrades are generally not part of
the remodel programs. Some operators of free-standing units may choose to add a drive-thru.
• Remodels could be more expensive if exterior signage has not been updated to reflect current
logo (Jimmy John's without Gourmet Sandwiches verbiage).
• ~5,400 operators applied pre-lockdown for the franchisor's grant to cover 25% of remodel
costs ($10k towards the $40k total) for its Fresh Start refresher which includes a floor overlay,
new lighting fixtures, upgraded sandwich assembly bins, Subway’s redesigned logo and new
wall artwork. The floor overlay saves operators the considerable cost of ripping-up and
replacing existing floors. Corporate reports that most consumers will not be able to distinguish
between Fresh Start and the more extensive Fresh Forward design (outlined below) as they
share the same key customer facing design elements. Fresh Start was introduced as a
compromise given that the system was only able to remodel a limited number of stores to its
more expensive Fresh Forward design since it was introduced in 2017 for remodels and new
builds. The Fresh Start grant is funded by $100MM+ provided by vendors and is only available
for refreshes completed by June 2021 (extended from December 2020).
Source: RR Estimates
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Fresh Forward design & décor package ($90k to $100k) includes: new bread display; new day
cover glass system; new cookie display case; retrofit door panels/trim (back counters); retrofit
beige wood laminate door panels/trim (beverage counter); new lighting package for customer
dining & service areas; all new furniture (including silver table bases); powered charging wood
focal wall; upholstered banquette seating; food pan & lid sets; refrigerated vegetable display;
brand messaging signage; pickup & refresh signage; front counter decor panels; backline
equipment valances; remote order pickups shelving; floor tiles; coffee graphic; POS shroud;
oven exhaust, pergola lighting system; all new wall coverings; new exterior signage; and queue
line chip merchandisers.
Tech platform option features: digital menu boards ($10k); kiosks ($4k to $6.5k); Wi-Fi; USB
charging ports; Apple & Samsung Pay; and a pre-order pickup area with a holding shelf that
will facilitate app orders.
Some remodels incorporate a 2nd make line to accommodate kiosk, remote, catering orders or
simply to add capacity between the 11AM - 2PM rush.
Notably, remodel options compliment Fresh Now platform (new flavor & Fresh Pour Beverage
stations).

Pizza
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• Pizza Theater image upgrade (initiated in 2014 & now completed) provides a welcoming
atmosphere and customer experience designed to facilitate carryout (customers can see their
orders being made fresh in front of them). Corporate reports that updated stores also support
delivery as customers are more likely to order delivery from units with a modern appearance.
Further, team members prefer to work in updated stores which helps recruit/retain better staff.
• Reimage provides: a vertical food prep display along the wall (front to back) improving the
carryout/pick-up experience by opening-up the kitchen so customers can see food preparation
(including stairs for kids to step-up and watch “the dough show”); chalk boards; and big-screen
TVs which show names of customers in the cue with a count-down to their order completion.
The idea is to allow guests to watch dough being tossed and pies getting topped in an effort to
reclaim the chain’s heritage as a pizzeria.
• Most stores were too small to accommodate the full Pizza Theater image (anything under 1,500
sq. ft.), but instead incorporated a less extensive image which included: (1) opening-up the
kitchen to go with new lobbies; (2) adding a new front counter, floors and signage - reworked
logo which eliminates the word pizza; and (3) relocating phones to the back of the house.
• Remodels of larger stores may have included: a "comfortable lobby"; an ordering kiosk; and a
case with grab-and-go offerings (salads and desserts).
• While no formal remodel program is currently in place, 5-year refresh remodels typically cost
$55k to $75k with little to no sales lift.
• I7 remodel package and POS upgrade were introduced in 2012 and completed in 2018.
• The $70k front-of-the-house upgrade package included $45k for the I7 front lobby (new floor
& wall tiles, ceiling & lights), the addition of stainless counters (both in the front pick-up area
and back kitchen counter) and digital menu boards plus the $25k Caesar Vision POS system
(needed to support the rollout of online ordering in mid-2018).
• The back-of-the-house component included a $30k split conveyor belt oven (allowing for
different cooking times for different products) which are repositioned directly behind the
kitchen counter so that the HOT-N-READY spinning warmers can be filled from the back
(reducing pizza exposure to the air to maintain freshness). These ovens connect to the POS
along with 3-4 flat screen TVs above the counter which show customers inventory and time to
completion.

Little
Caesars

IDR: Remodeling 2021
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Papa John's
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Pizza Hut

• The brand is exploring a new reimage (designed to enhance customer perception & team
members' environment). Two restaurants are in test in GA & TN and the earliest roll-out would
be in 2021.
• Last remodel included a lobby enhancement re-design with a new counter, menu board, chairs,
tables, paint, brick wall accents, decorations and use of red color scheme (replacing yellow &
green) at an approximate cost of $15k to $20k per store with an associated low single digit
sales bump.
• While 60% of the system is up to standards, a slow remodeling pace over the last several years
reflects a Transformation Agreement concession and ongoing unit level profit challenges.
Further post-lockdown concessions extended remodeling requirements by 1 year.
• Remodeling progress is also offset by efforts to either close or convert dine-in assets to Delcos.
• Delco conversion cost savings: $36k average rent savings reflecting footprints that are 25% to
40% smaller; $20k to $30k annual operating expense reductions; and lower maintenance capex
& remodel costs. Conversions result in +5% store margin improvement which could drive a
26% cash-on-cash return (3-4 year cash payback).
• While most of the time it is more cost effective to relocate to a Delco than to remodel a dinein store, there are 3 investment levels to remodel dine-in assets (corporate picks the level
depending on store location i.e. urban/suburban) and deferred maintenance for older Red Roofs
can add $200k to a full remodel.

Coffee/Bakery
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• Elements of NextGen remodel & new build image include: a digital drive-thru menu board;
dedicated drive-thru lane for mobile orders; order confirmation boards; kiosks; a brighter
interior design characterized by an open layout & natural light; an expanded retail section
Dunkin
where customers can grab fresh fruit, bottled drinks & snacks; a new upfront bakery case; 8Donuts
tap pour system offering consistently cold beverages such as coffees, iced teas & nitro infused
cold brew coffee; espresso machines; beverage condiment bar; new furniture & tables (with
outlets); exterior signage featuring only the Dunkin’ name (dropping Donuts); and new
uniforms designed by Life is Good.
• While remodel costs are currently high (reflecting the addition of a tap system, digital drivethru menu boards & new signage), value-engineering efforts should help lower costs.
• Remodels drive sales & traffic growth from: core iced beverages delivered through the tap
system; bakery items featured in the front-facing glass case; and increased mobile order &
pay facilitated by the enhanced pickup area (digital mix has increased to 20-25% in some
markets).
• Remodel program is based on new building design which focuses on the front counter with a
more appealing product showcase and an "enhanced doughnut theater experience". In
addition, digital menu boards as well as other warmer and more inviting design elements
Krispy
including a mix of light and dark hardwood looking tile floors, more comfortable seating,
Kreme
new lighting, signs and mobile pick-up area may be borrowed from new building design. A
double drive-thru may also be incorporated.
• While the inside of the store is under construction (which may take 2 to 3 weeks), the drivethru may remain open with doughnuts supplied by other locations.
• Current remodels feature the addition of a dedicated counter for mobile orders at stores with
high volume in addition to convenience-led enhancements such as curbside, drive-thru and
Starbucks
walk-up windows in suburban areas. Some stores may also add a double lane drive-thru.
• Productivity investments include: the deployment of a handheld POS (500 stores by end of
February 2021) to improve drive-thru throughput; new espresso machines (faster & able to
IDR: Remodeling 2021
Source: RR Estimates
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offer multiple options) and new warming ovens - both of which help to reduce transaction
times out-the-window; and ongoing operational engineering work to simplify operating
routines. These investments are expected to help drive a 50% flow-thru for incremental sales.
• An additional 85 new or remodeled stores are planned by 2025 (for a total of 100) in rural
and urban communities which will feature community event spaces.
• Remodel scope is typically determined by store age (refreshers every 5 years and more
extensive remodels at year 10). Last full remodel included: new/re-finished floors, ceilings,
furniture & lighting fixtures; drive-thru updates; ash wood siding; metal canopy elements; a
bronze anodized aluminum storefront; and trellises. Small tables and large sofas were
replaced by larger tables (group seating) and the layout was changed to improve customer
flow. The Nitro Cold Brew tap was also installed and an improved or dedicated take-out area
added to better accommodate mobile pay/pick-up orders.
• “Welcome Image” was unveiled in March 2018 and revised in 2020 for both new builds &
remodels, featuring: an asymmetrical entrance tower & black entrance door; taupe panels;
Tim Horton's
grey exterior accents; and black window frames. The interior features a light, neutral color
palette with grey and wood accents, a suspended decorative ceiling element, white tiles, a
long wall banquette, light wood chairs and stools.

Fast Casual
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• Currently testing new store designs to enhance its growing digital business for both new
builds and remodels. The new designs contain a mix of features including modern furniture
(high-top & community tables), pick-up shelves near the front entrance, open beverage
coolers along the dine-in queue, a walk-up window, and an endcap restaurant with a
Chipotlane (quick-service style car lane designed for online order pick-up). Building
materials are also more eco-friendly, natural looking and locally sourced.
• A $20k refresh (about double the annual amount typically spent on repairs & maintenance)
was implemented in 2018 that included: the replacement of dim lighting; upgraded equipment
on service lines; updates to worn interior & exterior elements; expansion of digital
infrastructure; and replacement of aged equipment.
• Remodels are mandated at renewal when franchisees are required to upgrade furniture,
fixtures, equipment and signage to reflect the then current standards and image of the system.
• Franchisees can also be required to comply with any changes to the menu, equipment, signage
and building premises (including trade dress, decor and color schemes) once corporate has
implemented changes at a minimum of 25% of company stores (but not more than once every
5 years).
• In-line building format (with minimal exterior requirements) requires lower remodel
investment needs.
• New remodel is program based on 2018 Oasis building featuring a contemporary
Southwestern theme with a white, turquoise, orange and rust color palette. Remodels also
incorporate updated dining rooms, kitchen enhancements, new equipment and digital
components including kiosks.
• The company is developing a new building prototype (possible 3Q:21 intro) featuring smaller
cafes and seating areas, but with double drive-thru lanes, external rapid pickup access
counters and designated curbside pickup areas which may translate into a new remodel
program.
• The previous G4 remodel began in 2018 with approximately 350 being completed that year
while an additional ~100 stores were remodeled in 2019 as part of a lower cost option (initial

Corner
Bakery Café

Moe's
Southwest
Grill

Panera
Bread

IDR: Remodeling 2021
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Qdoba

costs were running $550k to $650k which was reduced to ~$350k in 2019 after failing to
produce a meaningful sales lift).
• G4 remodel elements included the use of authentic and local materials such as reclaimed
wood and stone to create an updated and inviting gathering space (including a new external
facade and internal seating areas). This design also featured an open floor plan, minimalistic
wall decor as well as a mix of modern style aspects such as shiplap and subway tile. Panera
maintains its classic color scheme of grey, white, tan & green.
• The brand continues to expand drive-thru service and operators are inclined to add drive-thrus
to existing/new stores whenever zoning/space permits. Estimated drive-thru retrofits cost
~$350k - $500k and can yield a 15% to 20% sales bump (with 25% to 35% of sales at retrofit
units coming through the drive-thru).
• The system is in the process of remodeling existing stores based on a 2016 new building
design which includes new murals and other artwork, wood, glazed tile, copper and natural
colors interspersed with bright colors like blue, orange and purple. A new logo is featured
along with the phrase “Taste Everything” on one wall. Additional seating options have been
introduced, including community tables with built-in power outlets and USB plugs,
conversation nooks, bar seating and several styles of booths.

lin

"Center Stage" store design returns Buffalo Wild Wings to its sports roots (which can't be
duplicated at other wing chains like Wingstop) by featuring: a focal point bar made from
recycled basketball courts where guests can gather at communal or high-top tables; a main
dining area which features a mix of tables and booths to accommodate parties of all sizes; the
“Dugout” which serves as a waiting area and/or hang-out space with bleachers also made
from recycled courts; the MVP Room (which resembles a lounge/living room) which offers
self-pour beer taps and couches & side chairs where guests can watch sports or play video
games; a dedicated room for take-out with its own entrance; new AV tech including
Jumbotron-type viewing screens; LED environmental lighting that changes based on crowd
noise and which can be customized to match team colors; and a year-round patio space with
skylights & roll-up garage doors that can be closed-off for private events.
Less than 5% of the system is remodeled to Center Stage and there will be a push to step-up
the remodel process with possible remodel incentives forthcoming. Some features will also
be optional going forward including patios, bleachers and self-pour beer taps.
Current design uses contemporary materials, places a larger focus on the bar and opens-up
the restaurant to increase relevancy & energy.
Design elements incorporate: new awnings; neon exterior lighting around the roofline of the
building; new logo; new glass lighting fixtures; higher quality tabletops/booths; and more
colorful panels in the dining room.
Along with the remodel, improved training for bartenders and enhanced alcoholic beverage
options are designed to return the brand to its roots as a fun, casual hangout/gathering place.
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BJ's
Restaurants
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Applebee's

There is no existing remodel program underway with the last program, “Connections”,
completed in 2016. The vast majority of locations have Connections design or newer.
The next refresh initiative will have a greater focus on technology and off-premise operations.
No formal remodel program in place beyond regular refreshes.
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Casual

Buffalo Wild
Wings

•
•
Chili's Grill
& Bar

•
•
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The next remodel will focus on updating its Farmhouse buildings (a far less capital-intensive
endeavor).
• "RevItalia" reimage (completed 2019) focused on the interior with a guest-centric entrance
featuring two high-definition digital chalkboards as well as culinary and wine cues, leading
to a more open bar. Seating areas were also updated with new tables that are more flexible to
Olive Garden
accommodate large parties and utilized a green/red "grape" color palette. Minor exterior work
included new signage and a heightened front door entrance. Reimage also included new
"Olive Garden Italian Kitchen" logo. Average remodel costs ran $250k to $450k and
generated a +3.5% sales lift (down from +5% at the beginning of the program).
• Bar refresh program completed in fiscal 2017. The $20k to $25k bar refresh investment
significantly improved the utilization of older Olive Garden stores.
• Interior remodel cadence runs in 7-8 year intervals with the next program expected to entail
a high, medium and low scope depending on asset condition.
• Exterior remodel program featuring new paint (tan replaced yellow), stone accents, squaredoff entry tower and new roof (light blue replaces brown) took place from 2014 - 2017 and
Outback
was completed at 350 stores. Exterior remodel costs ranged from $250k to $300k and drove
a +4% sales bump.
• Ongoing initiative to relocate legacy Outback Steakhouses from “B” and “C” to “A” locations
(up to 50 additional stores with +30% sales lifts observed).
• A new prototype store is in development and the company plans to remodel some stores in
2021. The remodel program is more operationally focused (will better address off-premise
business) and not as extensive as most recent "Brand Refresh" which had cost $300k to $400k
Red Robin
and included a full interior reimaging along with exterior changes.
• Rearranging kitchens to accommodate the pizza ovens associated with Donatos partnership
costs an average of $145k per location.
• No formal remodel program currently in place, but the company continues to make progress
Texas
with a "Bump Out" initiative (~50% complete) which adds additional seating for high volume
Roadhouse
stores.
• Remodel program on hold as new management team works to reduce costs.
T.G.I.
• ~66% of the system has been remodeled as part of a scaled down program in 2017 which
Friday's
focused on new FF&E, all touch points and new awnings.

Family
•

Bob Evans

Cracker
Barrel

•
•
•

Bob Evans practices a “refresh, remodel, rebuild” cap. ex. program for its existing locations
including its most recent "farmhouse kitchen" design. Exterior building remodel elements
may include an accent wall with red siding on the front of the building, white trim & wood
beam accents along with a separate carry-out entrance.
Interiors feature an open truss ceiling, red slat accent wall, combination of pendant lights over
tables and large polished aluminum lights hanging from the ceiling. The carry-out/bakery
display area is also updated to better showcase products.
Stores are maintained through regular refreshers/capex investments and the chain has never
introduced a cosmetic remodel.
Upgraded kitchen equipment is reducing operational complexity and improving efficiencies.

IDR: Remodeling 2021
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Golden
Corral

• Heritage 2.0 rollout includes: more attention-grabbing exterior elements; relaxing neutral
colors with vibrant accent; modernized booths; and community tables. Costs are similar to
the original Heritage program. Post-lockdown remodels were deferred until the end of 1Q21.
• Heritage 1.0 was rolled-out in 2014 as a way to better connect the physical dining experience
to the new brand image (providing guests with an up to date, come-as-you-are space as
opposed to a diner from the 1950s). The Heritage design image included: more natural tones;
a chocolate brown ceiling; simulated wood tile floor instead of carpet; new contemporary
booths & tabletops (with new colors); new light fixtures; and additional signature touches
such as stonework. The new image was designed to drive sales across all 4 dayparts.
• Majority of remodel investment focused on front of the house (new flooring) and inside the
4 walls with some spend on the exterior (repaint and exterior awnings).
• "Gateway" new building design/remodel features: stacked stone towers; oversized windows;
red awnings; wood accents on the exterior (with some variation depending on past remodels
& existing building format); and relocation of the buffet area from the center of the floor plan
to one end of the restaurant with guest seating on the other side. In addition, new buffets
feature "cooking theaters" including a carvery, smoke house and cake decorating area which
are meant to showcase the brand's most visually appealing menu items. The kitchen is also
redesigned to place the cooking equipment out of sight and to make the area more efficient
for staff members. Dining room changes include more space between tables and larger
windows. A separate banquet room will feature elements that reflect the community,
including local art. The whole remodel is expected to cost between $350k to $1.5 million
depending on the restaurant's location & building style and take ~120 days to complete.
• The system is currently testing a Rise N' Shine 2.0 remodel featuring new guest-facing tech
including: a tool to provide more accurate wait times; tablets to increase order efficiency &
accuracy; and wireless credit card devices which allow guests to keep direct control over their
credit card payments.
• The current Rise N' Shine remodel program (launched in late 2015) is more extensive than
usual because it addresses all areas of the restaurant (exterior, seating, flooring, restrooms &
waiting areas). Elements include: the removal of carpets; the addition of community tables;
changes to the art & lighting; and the addition of a dedicated space for meals to-go. All
exterior signage is also replaced to reflect new logo $10k to $15k).
• Short Stack remodel elements include: exterior paint (optional); exterior wood flat backings
behind signs $3k - $10k (for older A frames); front-of-house flooring (replace carpet with
vinyl or ceramic wood pattern tiles); new chairs; refurbished booths; new tabletops; new
counters; new vestibule doors; decorative lighting; booth dividers; interior paint; wainscoting;
removal of ceiling fans; and addition of wi-fi.
• Full Stack remodel is for older stores that require an updated bathroom (~70% of the system)
and new vestibule flooring - total costs can vary dramatically depending on how many
optional elements are incorporated.
• Most recent remodel program (2013 intro) was essentially completed as of FYE 2019.
• Exterior elements included a redesigned entry arch along with a more contemporary take on
the size and scale of its trademark green stripe awnings. Additionally, Perkins signature oval
brandmark was added to the outside of the building to go with remote signage.
• Interior upgrades were focused on making a warmer and more comfortable guest environment
while showcasing the bakery and adding a broader array of dining zones which offer guests
different types of experiences through unique presentations in space layout, seating, lighting
and graphics.

IHOP

Perkins
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New/Updated Building & Remodel Pics
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Buffalo Wild Wings “Center Stage” (Based on 2019 New Building)
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Church’s “U.S. Blaze” (in Test)
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Dairy Queen
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Denny’s “Heritage 2.0”
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Krispy Kreme

New York City 2020 Flagship Store
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Popeyes
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Sonic
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Whataburger
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Remodel Appendix
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Remodel Classification Overview
Remodel Type
Scope of Work
Frequency (in Years)
A cosmetic touch-up which may include
Refresher
paint, signs, refurbishing of dining area and
5
completion of deferred maintenance.
All the components of a refresher but also
more extensive design element upgrades,
Minor Remodel
7
new equipment and possibly a restroom
overhaul.
A substantial renovation of the store
Major Remodel including major interior and exterior
10
updates and some structural modifications.
Complete knockdown and rebuilding of an
Scrape & Rebuild
25
existing store at the same location.
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